RAdmin
Web Based User Management for Radiator
RADIUS server providing centralized and
consistent management of network users
Managing and monitoring RADIUS users is critical to the secure access
and legitimate use of your network. Add and control users from any
web browser on your network with RAdmin

The Software

RAdmin is a full-featured RADIUS user management package for
Radiator RADIUS server. It has a web interface so that you can
easily set up and administer your users from anywhere on the
network. RAdmin will automatically suggest a password, and
your users can also change their own passwords. Radiator will
use that same user database to quickly authenticate and
authorise your users.
Configure users with static IP addresses, simultaneous-use limits,
bad login counts and valid date ranges. With Radiator storing
dialup port usage information to SQL, RAdmin allows you to
monitor and troubleshoot user problems. Drill down to investigate
user usage patterns and individual session details, get modem
usage reports and much more.

The Implementation

You've got a network and you've got users - staff and guests who want to use the network. Use RAdmin for a quick, easy way
of adding new users and changing their passwords and other
RADIUS attributes.
RAdmin works with a wide range of free and commercial SQL
servers on most platforms, including Oracle, Sybase, mSQL,
Mysql, Postgresql, Microsoft SQL and many others. Also use
RAdmin with Radiator and VASCO Digipass tokens to provide
high security two-factor authentication for dialup, wired and
wireless networks.
RAdmin runs on any web browser and you have the flexibility
and extensibility that comes with a source code product.

The OSC Team

Our Technical Team has many years experience in the network
authentication environment and is actively involved in the
development of new technologies and standards. Design,
customisation and development services are available.
Our Support Team provides responsive, expert answers to
technical questions and has been described by our customers as
simply “THE BEST”.
Ongoing development of our software maintains it at the top of
the RADIUS server market.
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